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Table I.1. Select Societal Changes (1980–2016)

Changes That Happened Changes “in Progress”

acid rain reduced carbon emissions reduction

drunk-driving reduced criminal sentencing reform

LGBt marriage equality established Gun violence prevention

Gun rights expanded Living wage increase

Polio eliminated (globally) obesity and diabetes control

Mass incarceration increased racial tolerance and justice

Smoking reduced Public education equity

changes in this study had:

•	 tipped (or not) during recent decades

•	 occurred in the United States or were largely U.S.-led

•	 Focused on specific social or environmental outcomes (that is, were not primarily 
political movements)

Approach

during three years of intensive inquiry into some of the most signifi-
cant social changes to occur in the last few decades, we investigated 
what worked, mistakes made, and lessons learned. We wanted to under-
stand why successful movements triumphed over others, attempting to 
extract insights and advice to help advance today’s causes. (the “we” 
in this book refers to the author, Leslie crutchfield, and her twenty- 
one colleagues and graduate student assistants who made up the How 
Change Happens book research team housed at the Global Social 
enterprise initiative at Georgetown University’s Mcdonough School 
of Business.)

Working together in rolling shifts over the course of several years, 
we set out to study each movement’s unique history and spoke with 
many of its leaders, members, and supporters, as well as opponents. We 
reviewed materials created by, for, or about the movements, available 
online and off. When there were visible opponents, we tried to exam-
ine all of these same factors from opposing or alternate viewpoints.

We also tried to take under consideration the unique contexts 
that underpin each cause. advancements made in these various areas 
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in the following chapters, we explore how networks and systems 
theory inform the messy, nonlinear, emergent world of social change 
movements. We use these lenses to help make sense of it all and to 
answer the driving question behind our research: Why do some move-
ments succeed and others do not? While we haven’t unearthed every 
answer to this question, we found what we believe to be some of the 
most important ones.

one of our foremost revelations was this: change happens not by 
chance. it is determined by individuals and the organizations and net-
works that bind them together in common cause. Many of the protago-
nists in the stories you are about to read had no background in nonprofits 
or politics, and no prior interest in social activism. While some were law-
yers or lobbyists, most were not. the leaders of the winning movements 
we studied brought a truly mixed bag of experience and expertise—they 
were real estate agents, homemakers, Pr professionals, veterans, teach-
ers, nurses, and small business owners, among others. one thing that 
unites the eclectic groups of people who made the changes featured in 
this book is: each was compelled in its own unique way to stand up, 
speak out, and take the lead on behalf of a cause the group cared about. 
Just like each of them, you have the power to change things, too.

to find out how, dive into this book and learn more about how 
change happens.

Table I.2. Transformational Societal Shifts

Organization Era (19th and 
20th Centuries)

Network Era (21st Century)

organizations networks

Linear relational

centralized centerless

top-down Bottom-up

closed, controlled open, transparent

newtonian (physics) networks (complexity)

illusion of control reality of chaos

nonprofits causes

Profits or purpose Shared value
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Figure 1.1 MADD Victim Support Services

Source: excerpts from MADD official Web Site18

MADD Victim Support Services

We help survivors survive by . . .

•	 Providing you and your loved ones with emotional support

•	 Guidance through the criminal and civil justice systems

•	 Accompanying victims and survivors to court

•	 Helping you prepare a victim impact statement

•	 Referring victims and survivors to appropriate resources for additional help

•	 Offering support groups in some areas

•	 Connecting you with other victims and survivors who’ve had similar experiences

•	 Providing you supportive materials on victimization topics

•	 We also have a private Facebook group exclusively for victims and survivors of drunk and 
drugged driving. This group offers the opportunity for victims and survivors to connect, share, 
and seek support

If you, or someone you love, has been the victim of a violent crime, you can contact a MADD Victim 
Advocate, 24 hours a day, at 1-877-MADD-HELP.

Support circles sponsored by local MADD chapters forge bonds of 
trust and mutual obligation among people at the most personal level. 
They provide bereaved and injured victims and their family mem-
bers and friends what they need most in the immediate aftermath of 
a drunk driving–caused crash: one-on-one emotional support from 
counselors and connections with local support groups comprised of 
other victims and survivors facing similar experiences. MADD also 
provides advocacy support, information, and referrals to victims and 
survivors through its more than three thousand trained victim advo-
cates located across the country, which MADD promotes on its Web 
site and via social media.16 (See figure 1.1.) Programs and services like 
these have ensured that MADD would have a formidable grassroots 
army of ready-made soldiers fired up to do battle for the cause. founder 
Candy Lightner was smart to focus what resources she could muster on 
chapter support groups from the outset. for instance, when MADD 
received its tax-exempt status in 1981, the organization soon had raised 
$100,000 in private donations, and $60,000 from the national High-
way and Traffic Safety Administration specifically to support chapter 
development.17 
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One Major Leader Very Crowded Fields

Gun Rights
NRA

Marriage Equality
ACLU
Anti-Defamation League
Freedom to Marry
GLAD and GLAAD
Human Rights Campaign
Lambda Legal
NCLR

Anti–Drunk Driving
MADD

Tobacco Control
Americans for Nonsmokers’ Rights
American Cancer Society
American Heart Association
American Lung Association
American Medical Association
Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Truth Initiative

Figure 1.2 Select National Movement Landscapes

least one antecedent: RID, a regional group based in new York that 
had not gone fully national. And although other groups like SADD 
cropped up, none matched MADD in size or scope of influence. As a 
result, front-running organizations like nRA and MADD did not face 
significant direct national competition within their own fields.

By contrast, the landscape for same-sex marriage and tobacco control 
looked quite different. Multiple powerful national organizations co-ex-
isted, many with far-flung state and local affiliates, making the challenge 
of mobilizing and emboldening the grassroots a more complicated feat, 
as it was difficult to rally disparate activists who joined or supported 
different organizations, and therefore channeled their energy into some-
times competing agendas. In Chapter four, “Reckon with Adversarial 
Allies,” we explore intra-field dynamics in depth. But for the purposes 
of this chapter, figure 1.2 is a depiction of how the national competitive 
landscapes appeared for each major movement we studied.

Going for Gold Via the Grassroots

Keeping these competitive landscapes in mind, let’s now delve into 
how other movements employed winning grassroots approaches to 
drive their causes to victory. In the realm of public health, Mothers 
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employed in conducting both kinds of marketing. For instance, both 
commercial and social marketers: (1) place a high value on consumer 
research, (2) understand the importance of audience segmentation, 
and (3) deploy strategies that span the full marketing mix across all 
four P’s—product, price, place, and promotion.

For tobacco control, this is how the movement delivers the “full 
vaccine” against smoking. Tobacco control has involved the inven-
tion of alternative products to supplant smoker’s needs—goods and 
services like smoking cessation aids such as nicorette™gum and quit-
ters hotlines; prices—higher excise taxes (or “sin” taxes) designed to 
raise the price of cigarettes beyond reach for most teens and tweens; 
placement—banning smoking in public and in private places where 
workers and non-smokers are exposed to harmful secondhand smoke; 
and promotion—advertising and communications campaigns designed 
to raise awareness and influence attitudes and beliefs about tobacco. 
(other chapters in this book address how winning movements 
approach the first three P’s; this chapter focuses mostly on the fourth.)

adding yet another layer of complexity when it comes to driving 
wide-scale systemic societal change, an additional dimension of mar-
keting comes into play. again, as Bill novelli notes, “you also have to 
change the environment—change people’s minds about what’s accept-
able, what’s normal.”15 novelli is getting at a very important idea: the 
difference between influencing individual behaviors and shifting wider 

Figure 3.1. Commercial vs. Social Marketing

Based on Philip Kotler and nancy r. lee. Social Marketing: Influencing Behaviors for 
Good. Thousand oaks, Ca: Sage, 2008.14

Commercial Marketing Social Marketing

Product Goods and services Desired new behaviors

Goal Earn profit Create social impact

Target Market Greatest profitable sales 
potential

−Prevalence of problem
−Ability to reach the audience
−Readiness for change

Marketing Mindset Sell the product Listen to the consumer

Competitors Other similar brands Current behaviors and their perceived benefits

Trade-offs Money, time Giving up behaviors that offer pleasure, safety, 
comfort, or other perceived benefits
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After Lightner’s exit, drunk driving death rates climbed temporarily 
and then declined to the point that, today, they’re less than half their 
peak in the early 1980s (see Figure 6.1). Moreover, it’s now widely 
accepted that drunk driving is not only a punishable crime, it’s totally 
socially unacceptable—MADD executed a complete flip in social norms 
in less than a generation.

how is it that a leader with some apparent flaws could create an 
organization that so masterfully advanced its cause? We believe it is 
because, first, Lightner never set out to build an organization. She was 
on a mission to build a movement—to make drunk driving a criminally 
prosecuted, socially unacceptable act. And second, the movement she 
catalyzed was leaderfull.

Leaderfull Movements

Building movements is like capturing lightning in a bottle. Successful 
leaders don’t so much create movements out of thin air as tap into 
energy that percolates around them. they give that energy shape, 
channeling it toward a common cause. Leaders like Lightner give 
voice to grievances and concerns that many people have, but who may 
not possess the conviction, courage, or capability to speak out publicly 
and personally initiate change.

Figure 6.1 Drunk Driving Death Rates (1982–2016) 

Source: MADD Web Site6
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The Origins of Leaderfull Leaders

to understand more about the makeup of leaders profiled in this 
book, we conducted interviews; read articles and books; and asked 
their allies, opponents, and peers about them. As we collected more 
and more information, four interesting patterns began to emerge that 
seemed to distinguish leaderfull movement leaders from others. Some 
of these patterns seemed counterintuitive to us; others were more 
predictable. But together, these traits appear to distinguish the best  
movement leaders from the rest.

“Leaderfull” Movement Leaders

i. hail often from unlikely backgrounds

ii. Listen to the point of transcendence

iii. Let go of ego

iV. relentlessly pursue impact

I. Unlikely Backgrounds

Consider the background of this leader who has elevated one of the 
most successful movements in the last thirty years: While a college stu-
dent, he believed he would pursue a teaching career. he was neither an 
outspoken advocate or activist, although he liked politics: While other 
college students protested the Vietnam War, he interned with a new 
york state legislator.21 After graduation, he worked as a substitute spe-
cial education teacher. one New York Times profile revealed this about 
him: “interacting with children who were not only developmentally 
disabled but also poor had a dramatic impact. . . . ‘i concluded that a 
lot needs to be done to give those kids hope.’ ”22 People who know him 
well describe him as subdued and thoughtful, “he is more professor 
than a leader. [he is a] [v]ery mild mannered person,” observed a former 
spokesperson for his organization.23 “he’s one of the shyest, kindest, 
most unassuming, total lack of ego, nonconfrontational—he hates con-
frontation—individuals i have ever met,” shared one board member.24

the leader described here is Wayne LaPierre, executive vice pres-
ident and chief executive of the national rifle Association (nrA). 
Wildly revered by gun rights supporters—and deeply reviled by gun 
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the Zuccotti Park protests around the cause.44 other campaigns, such 
as environmentalists protesting the Dakota Pipeline, sprouted from 
seeds sown in the heat of occupy.

At the same time, the occupy movement at this writing was not 
a visible, identifiable movement driving a dominant cause or issue, 
in the same way MADD, Campaign for tobacco-Free Kids, and Free-
dom to Marry were often synonymous with their causes. that was 
in part by design. But it illustrates a larger point: to be successful 
in the long run, it appears movements must strike a balance. too 
little structure and totally democratic decision-making processes can 
lead to the lack of a unifying focus so a movement risks imploding 
or simply fading away. on the opposite end of the spectrum, move-
ments risk also being “leader-led”—with chief executives amassing 
and asserting power and authority from above and controlling strate-
gic decision-making processes—which often fail to maximize impact 
as well (see Figure 6.2).

At various times in the history of the gun control movement, 
torchbearers veered toward the “leader-led” end of the spectrum, 
particularly at a critical juncture in 2000 after the Million Mom 
March Across America for Sensible gun Laws. in 2001, the Brady 
Campaign had an opportunity to transition and catalyze a more  
bottom-up grassroots-driven “leaderfull” movement when it absorbed 

Figure 6.2 Leadership Spectrum of Social Movements
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